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-Udført på egen hånd
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The enterance to something which ”does good”. 
Here is peace and rest and Bente feels she is in a ”safe harbour”.



A seeret corner. Bente feels at home even though she really isn´t.



The view invites rest and immersion.
The view which is forever changing, gives Bente a peace in her soul



Enjoying to come close to the ripple and the water. The dog is on a visit.



“There I have lived”
Here it is safe/secure and good – beutiful building in a otherwise rough nature.



Bente thinks we are good at making a cozy and homey atmosphere.
For example: Basket with knitting and candlelight in the lanterns.



Bente express this as a ”lifegiving corner”
It is wonderful and paradoxical, that there is such lifegiving corner at a hospice.
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Vera writes a diary everyday – she uses the guotes from the calender.
She begins by them everyday. She has always written a diary. 
She read them outloud for Martin, when he was little, as a goodnight story.



Enjoy the picture every day. See some thing new in it every day. 
We found and choose the picture the first day, we came here. There are many
things to see in the picture.The picture symbolizes Veras familie, 
who is very strong with a backbone. 
We want to invest in a painting from the same artist. A gloomy picture,which shows 
a way to a brigther place – suits good to Veras life.



AnneMarie og Dodo are also relatives – we are all in the same boat.
They enjoy each others company together. Laughing, crying, nonsense, 
sharing whitwine and strawberries. 4 relatives together



There are many beautiful places in the house. Cozytimes
Peace and Rest.



The grand piano and the atmosphere in the Café is good. There is a good
Sound. There is always someone who can something – play the grand
Piano or is good at singing



Often I use the sentient room and the good chair.
Vera has worked with and about Carl-Henning Petersens art, and has also 
displayed his art for others. She has even seen him create his own arts.
The room has good lighting and the art makes this room



A good thing when a person should remember the names.



The Orangery/Growth room: A beautiful spot. - Quretness/peace for 
phonecalls.



Massage and music – lovely for Svend.
Svend is quite discrete, but is good at using multidisaplinary working
Groups/professions here.
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The TV gives me a 
connection to life 
outside hospice.

The beautiful painting gives me 
diversion and helps me not to think of 
my illness and condition all the time



I am still living the 
life and hospice 
takes care of me by 
giving me the 
opportunity to listen 
to the music.

Socializing is also 
diversion.



Beautiful surroundings make me think positively. 
These thoughts give diversion, in relation to fresh air.
I get energy, red  cheeks, and a healthy impression
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Gert is 67 years old, husband to 
Hanne, who is terminally ill. 
Gert is staying with Hanne in 
the hospice. 



”This is the biggest TV screen ever, at least 100 inches! We can just keep on 
watching it - together. Sitting here together on the terrace, just being – without 
speaking, no need at all to do that. We are together in the things we are looking at. 
Horses, cows, birds, trees and water. We make “the time pass” – together.”



”This is a symbol of 
openness. We are able to 
arrange the things like we 
want, you’re able to bring 
your own stuff and leave 
your own mark on the room. 
This means that the room 
becomes our home.” 



”This is a photo of the staff. 

As a patient or family member, you 
experience a great deal of 
transparency, both in general and 
amongst the multi-professional 
team. There’s coherence in the 
things you need to know. They 
demonstrate both capacity and 
willingness towards me as a family 
member. 

The staff participate in our life, 
they ask about our children and 
remember my birthday. We are 
also invited into the lives of the 
staff, without it seeming intrusive, 
it comes across as being genuine 
and that means that you feel less 
alone.”



“This is a photo that illustrates flexibility, symbolised here as a meal. 
The meals in this place can be served when it suits us. When we need 
flexibility, the nurses and the kitchen staff find a way to make it 
happen. This flexibility plays a big part in ensuring we can have a great 
day together.”



”This is a photo of how caring and engaged people are at the hospice. Take a look at 
the duck; it feels so safe that it dares to close its eyes, because there’s someone 
around. 
We dare to close our eyes, because there are caring members of staff nearby. I 
thought about taking a photo without the duck, only with the two teddies – close to 
each other. It would symbolize the caring feeling I sense that the staff have for each 
other. This is important too.”



”The building is a really good piece of work, a decent house. It feels pleasant 
to be in, it is full of light, it is well maintained, and you feel valued because of 
the materials chosen. It’s a house with many oases – like this one – inside and 
outside. They are pleasant places to be, this is where I gather my strength.”



”The art in this place is a sign of how the patients and their families are valued –
because it’s real art and not just “wallpaper.” That means you can look at it, reflect 
on it and your thoughts start to wander. We can do all of that together.”
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Lise is 39 years old and married 
to Jesper, who is staying with 
her in the hospice. Kleo the 
dog is also with them. 



“It means the world to us that our dog Kleo is allowed here with us. Our family is 
gathered when she is here, and it feels like we are living a normal everyday life.”



”We don’t watch TV here but we like to watch movies. The movies give us breathing 
space and a chance to escape from reality. It feels like what’s on TV is no longer 
relevant to us, it’s simply too much for us. 
We like to watch movies I’ve watched before because it doesn’t require that much of 
me. One wish we might have is for a movie library just like the library you have with 
books.” 



”This is the best view you can find in Denmark, the light changes constantly and you 
can see so far. It’s peaceful and therapeutic. 
You can let your thoughts wander and you’re allowed to think whatever you want; 
there’s space enough for that – plenty of space. The beauty makes me want to be here. 
When I sit and watch nature I’m able to disconnect the thinking part of my brain and 
just meditate. Nature is important to me.”



”We need to lie together, to be close to each other. We are able to do that here and 
that reminds us of home. Jesper has brought his own bedclothes, which helps blur the 
line between home and hospice. 
I need professional care and I can only get the care I need here. Jesper and I are 
totally in sync with each other now, there are no taboos between us and we are able 
to concentrate on ourselves and each other. We no longer need to worry about all the 
practical stuff.”
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I feel a lot of approachability here.
Here are beautiful flowers, nice surroundings and I can feel relaxed.



It´s so nice to 
walk through 
here.

I noticed the 
little picture 
upon the wall, 
which is an aerial 
photo of 
“Hospicegården”
.



Here is very peacefull.
You can put down your 
luggage, sit down and look 
around at all the things.



Great playroom! It is the first thing the grandchildren see when they arrive, and they 
are happy about it.
It is nice with great surroundings for the grandchildren with a lot of colors, things and 
toys for the children to play with.
The youngest grandchildren can´t use the Wii, but the older one´s can.



The grand piano = the music I really enjoy!
It is nice to sit in the sofa when there is being played music.
I feel very relaxed listening to the music; I have done it a lot.
But I am also enjoying the company of other people, having common experiences.
I have also watched movies here.



The little table is from my own 
apartment. I have brought it 
here, because I needed a place 
for my cell phone.

The table has always been one 
of my family´s belongings. My 
great-grandmother, my 
grandmother and my own 
mother have owned the table.
I have owned it for 12 years 
now.

It´s strange that no one has 
ever mentioned the table, but 
it has always been there.
I can not remember what it has 
been used for, but now it 
reminds me of my family.
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I am not raised in a home with music, but I 
relate the beautiful grand piano to music which 
I am very happy about.



Here is a café, where the priest, volunteers and relatives are meeting for a 
conversation.
The café is a fine opportunity to meet other people.
My mother was alone with four children. Singing was free, and we have always song 
a lot. I learned a lot of songs from my mother.



The art relief is fantastic. I feel like touching it. I have also noticed the small houses 
with lights inside. Also very fine with all the candles around here.



It makes me happy to see that there is a place for the children. A place where they 
can play and be themselves, so they don´t have to be in the patient´s room all the 
time.
It´s also good to see the office, a nice place for the employees, compared to the 
facilities found at other work places.



The painting make my thoughts fly. Maybe I have a vivid 
imagination?
The flowers is symbolizing people, where some of them 
are ”dropping out of life”.
I have not visited many museums, but I would like to see 
more art.



A little, cosy corner, which invites you to 
sit down for a chat.



Already at the entrance, you are touched by a warm 
experience.
It makes you feel good, it welcomes you and it is a good 
experience entering the building



Here is a nice flowerbed shaped like a heart. The symbol of the heart 
means a lot here and it symbolizes caring about each other.
I am very fond of all kind of plants.



Hospice Fyn
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It’s nice to be able to drive 
out on the terrace in good 
weather in my wheelchair 



The nurse and I in coversation. 
It`s great that you as a relative 
are being seen and greeted. 
You are also ask about you feel, 
and I experiences sincere 
interest in my person  (Inger)



Every day, they prepare a 
well laid table for our meals 
. 

It is a valuable breathing 
space to be able to sit and 
enjoy the food  and meet 
other relatives and 
volunteers. ( Inger) 



The first thing I noticed at 
the hospice , was the name 
plate on the door. It is very 
personal , and we felt that 
we were welcome. When 
Claus’ visitors asks, where 
Claus is , it feels good to 
say that there is a name 
plate on the door  (Inger)
Basically it does not matter 
, but in fact it does… 
(Claus)



There was a small 
bowl with biscuits 
and sweets, and fresh 
flowers on the little 
table when we came. 
It's the little things 
that count - we felt 
very welcome (Inger)



A brand new terrace where also the patient can come to and feel the air from 
his bed. It's       great as a relative to be able to sit outside and enjoy a cup of 
coffee – and the nice weather (Inger)



There is a lovely view from my room to the 
beautiful garden



From my bed I can see the photos of my children and 
grandchildren in my windowsill 



A discreet and mobile alarm - no leash. 
Creates a peace of mind 





Hospice Limfjord close to town, close to hospital



Music in the garden in the summer



“The aquarium gives peace and joy for 
everybody - big or small.”
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*Ågot is 75 years old. She is diagnosed with malignant 
melanon. She has stayed at hospice for 1½ month 

*Dan her husbond lives at the hospice with Ågot. Has a 
house 75 km away

*They have a daughter and three grandchildren



Childrens room
Katrine (12 years), Emma and Laura (8 years) enjoying moments of
playing and in turn being with their grandma in her room. Gives
pleasure to everybody involved. ”They fell at home and look forward
to visit their grandma in hospice”.



The patients room
Lot of space. " I can walk around in my room with my zimmer
frame. Gives me freedom and possibilty to manage on my own. I
feel less dependent”



A good nights sleep
The husband sleeps on the sofabed in the patients room. "I am having a very
good nights sleep here. I have stay over for the night in a lot of hotels in my
life and never been able to sleep very well there, but here I am so confortable
and having a wonderful sleep".
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*Gunnar is 76 years old. He is diagnosed with cancer in 
the kidny with metastasis. He has stayed at hospice for 
3 weeks

*Gertrud his wife lives with Gunnar at the hospice. Has a 
house 25 km away

*They have three daughters and several grandchildren 
and two great-grandchildren



Homely
”I love sitting in my chair. I have said goodbye to everything at
home and I am enjoying being free of duty. Being at home
reminds me of all the things that I can not do any more“



Buffet
”Being able to invite Family members to stay and enjoy dinner
together with them feels good, important and very homely”



Outdoors
”I love sitting in the pavillion in the hospice garden looking at 
the birds, the plants and nature. It reminds me of my
greenhouse at home. I enjoy the bright light and the 
freshness.”



Aesthetics
"I love to sit in the beautiful hospice garden looking at the trees and
flowers. It gives both me and my wife peace and things to talk about.”



Life goes on
”The beatyful lemontrees in the diningroom remaind me
about that life goes on after I am dead. It is very comforting
og gives me a lot of peace”
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*Harald Ejvind was 62 years old. He was diagnosed with 
prostata cancer. He stayed at hospice for three weeks
before he went back home and died there some weeks
later

*Kirsten his wife stayed with him at hospice most of the 
time

*They were painters and had an atelier 15 km away



To be together
” My husband and I needed to be together all the
time and paint despite illness and pain”.

Kirsten, 



Hobbies

“We also used the painting to enjoy breaks from 
the painful thoughts about the end of life”  

Kirsten, 



*Dreams
*“At the hospice there is a starry sky. We could 

imagine dining together under the starry sky in 
southern France” Harald Ejvind, 
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Lis Petersen, 66. Married to Jan, who died at Hospice after having been here 
for 5 weeks. 

She tells, that to her, it has been most important is that there is room for the 
whole family at Hospice. Here has been time to have fun, talking and everyone 
has the opportunity to retire. 

It is not a house filled with sorrow and grief, but a place where you can live 
until you do not do it anymore. Death becomes a part of life for the 
grandchildren and it makes it easier to talk about what is going to happen to 
granddad.



The altar/ recreation reoom
"I get such a peace of mind when I go in here. I do not really go to church, but here it is 
as if it is something else. Just walking into the room where the altar stands gives me a 
peace and quietness in my soul" .
" The Icon shows how Jesus embraces not just the two women, or what it is. He 
embraces the whole world. It's as if he says " Do not be nervous - I'm here". And then I 
always turn on a candlelight. Either as a prayer for Jan, that he must get better, or that 
I remember that he is the light of my life”.



"There are two teddy bears - one is very sad, the other is not quite so upset. It's so 
good to talk to our grandson that you can be a very sad sometimes and it is OK. That 
we are all sad that grandfather is dying, but we are together anyway”.
" The bears are up next to the kitchen, along with a  lot of other toy. It is a haven from 
all the sadness. Here we can play and socialize and spend time as if we were at home 
and everything was as it used to be”.
"It means a lot to me that we Hospice feel there is room for all of us and especially for 
the kids. They may run and laugh and they can play wii or swing outside. There is 
room for them as well".



" There was a volunteer who went and removed all heather plants and planted spring 
flowers. Then there is again something beautiful to look at, when my eyes stares into 
blind out of the window. I think there is a little jar on all terraces, and they are all 
planted with fresh flowers.”
" Flowers are the gift of life. We can see that it sprouts out there, even if it's dark in 
here “.
" There is nothing that can keep the spring back. And the flowers bring hope, they 
bring colors.. It is as if the gray disappears for a while”.



" Here is room for the family, for all the relatives. Light falls so welcoming in that it 
makes you want to sit and play, or read in the newspaper. Here is peace and I feel very 
presence when looking at this picture. And it fit perfectly well with the painting of the 
tree of life. It all hangs together. "
" When at the rare occasions they have time, the nurses sometimes sit and talk here in 
the room. They are so good at creating this feeling of time and ability to be present 
with our relatives - and the right framework for us as family, and we hardly feel that 
they are here “.



"It is as if time stands still in the picture. However, it does not at all. There was a lot 
of activities. The birds flew, a horse ran past. There's a whole story hidden in the 
image. But when you look at it, it is almost silent. It's like with holiday photos - there 
is also a story that the one who took the picture may remember and see - but the 
others can not. Perhaps it is the same way with life out here”.
" When I look at the photo, I also feel that I am waiting for something I do not quite 
know what is .. ".
" It is a snapshot - and life consists of snapshots hanging together”.



To the very end of life, we lie and snuggle, holding hands. It is almost the most 
important. At Hospice, I get to be up close to Jan. Right to the end. And here is time 
for us relatives to be a part of the process. We get to be here - and to be a part of 
Jan’s life and his story. I believe, it is the most important thing for me”.
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Torben Bjerring,  male 67, has taken those pictures a few days 
before he returned to his home. 

He tells how his time at Hospice has helped him to understand 
himself in the light of his diseas and to understand how sickness 
influences the understanding of other people and fellow patient 

He has experienced how meaning can be found in togetherness 
with other people where he expected it the last. And especially 
the proximity with others has become important. 

His pictures express his philosophical thoughts very well.



”The painting of the Tulips is placed in the center of the dinningroom, where the 
atmosphere is filled with happines. When looking at it, it feels like it opens up. So 
many faces af hidden in it, so many stories. It feels like an exploration into your own 
mind. You find the face of people you know, elder as well  youngsters. Life, with all its 
aspects shows in the bouquet”.
”Life is like a buquet of flowers. It is beautiful, it is colourfull – and there is a 
beginning and an end. You will also give flowers at the beginning of something new 
and when you say goodbye and thank you for all”.



”This stone, this piece of art, filled with water has the remembrance of a baptistery. It 
is the source of life. And when daylight comes in like at this picture, I got the feeling 
that the source of life stands in our darkness, meeting us on the way to the light 
outside”.
”This piece of art stands in the very center of the entrance. I feel, I receive a warm 
welcome when coming in. This is such a nice place. You can feel, in the minute you 
enter, that it is good to be at Hospice.
”The water represents something infinitely. The water trickles and disappears again..as 
if there is nothing else in this world than trickling. It carries both entry and exit. That 
is how life is. Entry and exit”.



" It is as if the lights up, all the way down from the other end of the house. I see it, in 
the minute I walk around the corner".
" It is used by everybody at Hospice. Both those who stand with red-rimmed eyes and 
say goodbye,  and those who thank for one more day. I become touched by the others 
that lights the candles - whether they put light in many or just one. But there is always 
at least one candlelight on. Both day and night".
"I find peace, just looking at the Tree of light ."
"It is also very symbolic that the tree of Light stand here by the kitchen used by the 
relatives, where food is made and the children play and build with Lego. There is life 
around the tree of life . "
" And somehow it is as if the colours changes when you turn on a light. Although there 
are more shades of gray than colors, light changes it " .



" In the dining room nurses, volunteers and residents eat together. Here there is no 
difference - only in how much we eat. There are many talks across the table, which 
repeals the difference in length of life ".
"You can choose whether you want to sit and talk like a sick or a brisk. There are days, 
where I choose to put myself between the nurses to be as healthy as possible, and days 
where I sit between the other residents. And it's always nice to talk to the others, no 
matter where I am sitting".
" And then you can feel the nurses and the rest of the staffs care and empathy. We all 
have a break. And there is a acceptance of each other, that we residents can bring to 
the rest of our life . "



" The long corridors has been quite meditative for me. They are so simple and quiet 
and tranquil and aesthetically beautiful and I sometimes stop, just to stand and 
rejoice in it”. 
" There is something about the corridor that reminds me of life. It alternates between 
light and darkness, joy and sorrow. And although I do not really know if I believe in 
God, then there seems to be a light from above. It gives it a kind of divine light”.
" There are beautiful pictures on the walls, from Italy. Every image give me the feeling 
as if i have been there before. To look at them is like traveling, to dream away and 
out into the living world again”.



Hospice Sydfyn





The Sensory garden. Hospice Sydfyn
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I’ve been resting on the couch enjoying the aesthetic surroundings. Behind me, the 
music therapist was playing the harp. The music moves me deeply.



On the way to my ward room in which I have a few items from my home. In the 
room, the nursing staff leaves me in peace to work on a book for my husband. At 
other times the staff takes their time to listen to all my talking



It’s a great joy to be able to ask for food items that give me energy: Broccoli, fruit 
bites, and homemade juices. Everything is prepared and ready in the fridge with MY 
name on it. All the food here is very delicious. There’s always something to my 
likings.



Nature outside has an enormous influence 
on me. It changes constantly – as do my 
emotions.



My grandchild loves to lie beside me, and 
there’s room for it. The nurses offer her 
ice cream, and it helps her maintaining a 
positive impression of the place. There’s 
sufficient room to play: elevate the bed 
to its maximum, and jump into the 
‘Fatboy’ on the floor.



Everybody ought to have such a footrest! It offers an 
optimal sitting position. Having a cancer disease I need 
to economize with my strengths.



A very important object. It does everything. I can play my physical exercise CD on it; 
listen to my mindfulness CD, classical music. It’s got Bluetooth so my grandchild can 
listen to rock music wearing her earphones, while the rest of us are having a 
conversation in the room.



The physiotherapist has helped me with 
instructions to some very good exercises. 
She’s treated me with warm pads and 
massage. Assistance to perform as well as 
to enjoy.



The numerous spa baths soothe me so well. It’s the best way to end the 
day – to jump into bed after the spa bath. Every once in a while the 
nurse will pass by with the mobile bar. It’s been a great part of my 
‘rehabilitation’ 



. To meet with the chaplain who could word existential problems and helped me to 
serenity and clarification. The psychologist helped me with acupuncture needles and 
the doctors met with me on equal terms, and took their time to talk to me about 
scanning images etc.



The volunteers’ assistance 
means that the nursing staff 
can spend their time on 
caring and being attentive. 
One of the volunteers took 
me to the community pool 
and taught me how to do 
the backstroke. It left me 
with joy and a surplus of 
energy. The janitors 
arranged for transportation 
to the pool. A great help for 
me to reach my targets.
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Further, it is nice to be able to share musical experiences. This 
provides for relaxing moments where memories and shared 
experiences come to life.



The couple was happy to experience 
that events such as the Queens birthday 
and of course your own birthday are 
celebrated with guests, singing and 
cake.



It is of great importance to experience that the meals are 
served on nicely decorated tables with flowers, candles and 
napkins. That someone has made an effort to create a cosy 
atmosphere and that the staff always is ready to help. This 
provides happiness and a feeling of safety.





As a family, it is nice to continuously be able to spend time together and that family 
members of all ages follow and take part in the period of illness. The youngest 
grandchild is entertained by the toys available, the older grandchild is playing in the 
room with granddad and the eldest help out at dinner with the support of the staff.



As a couple, it is nice to 
have the possibility of 
enjoying the first day of 
spring in the garden sharing 
a beer at the terrace. It is 
also nice to still be able to 
enjoy a smoke on the 
terrace.
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Else-Marie is 69 years old 
and she has been married to 
Peter for 49 years



I like to be outside on the terrace. At home I also enjoyed the garden.



Here I can use my creativity. I always enjoyed arranging flowers.



This is the time of the day for reading the newspaper and afterwards we 
discuss the topics. This is like at home.



Here we have the experience of dining at a restaurant, like we did at 
home.



This is our daily book - reading time. In our younger days we took turns 
reading, but now Peter reads for me every day.



To hold hands is really important like we have done all of our lives. 
At hospice we can enjoy each other, enjoy the peacefulness when the
staff takes care of all the other things. 



Peter stayed at hospice with me and the sofa gave him a
good break while being next to me.



*
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The best you have is your children and here I am with my beloved son.



My grandchild Rasmus visits me.
He provides fresh inputs in the midst of my grief.



Rasmus likes to visit the hospice and enjoy being in
the playroom for children. 



I enjoy the personal care and the attention I get from the staff.
Here I enjoy flowers from Mette my daughter in law.



A nice hot bath is a real pleasure. I enjoy it several times a week. 



This is a look towards my room from the garden.
I enjoy visitors as well as the peacefulness.





Hospice Søndergård

Måløv, Suburban Copenhagen – Måløv, Banlieue de Copenhague



Welcome

Bienvenue



Entrance to Hospice Søndergård with the theme of the season

L’entré de l’Hospice Søndergård avec le thème de la saison



The livingroom with space and pleasure for everybody

Le salon avec de l’espace et plaisir pour tout le monde



Live the life – all the life 

Vivre la vie – toute la vie



Also in nature - enjoy the view

Aussi dans la nature – jouissez de la vue
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I have won the lottery – not money – but wellness for me
How lovely  – for me only

J’ai gagné au lotto  – pas de l’argent – mais du bien-être pour moi
Oh si beau – pour moi seule



I’m a dynamic girl – need action, but can’t do it anymore.  Here my pain and nausea 
are relieved. I have found peace and the quality of my life has come back

Je suis une fille dynamique – j’ai besoin de l’action, mais ne peux plus. Ici mes douleurs et 
nausées sont  soulagées . J’ai trouvé de la paix et retrouvé la qualité de ma vie



My granddaughter and my daughter have slept here – this is real happiness 

Ma petite fille et ma fille ont dormi ici – c’est la joie de vivre



It is very important to me that she doesn’t see the hospice as a hospital. 
She loves to be with me here 

C’est tres important pour moi, qu’elle ne resente l’hospice comme un hôpital. 
Elle adore être avec moi ici



Come on Grandma – let’s play on the playground

Viens Mamie – viens jouer avec moi 



We are together – that’s life

Nous sommes ensemble – c’est la vie



The dog also is happy

Le chien aussi – il est content



Room for visits as well as a doll exhibition. 
I’ve bought furniture for the doll house of my granddaughter – the Christmas tree is for me

–

Place pour des visites des amis  et pour une exposition de poupée. J’ai acheté des meubles 
pour la maison de poupée de ma petite fille – l’arbre de Noël c’est pour moi 



This is my view

Voilá, ma vue
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Nice to be able to enjoy eating again



*

The pleasure of a meal



*

A good help to move forward



The spring from the living room



View from my room



*



*

Even when approached Hospice you will fill a nice quiet place. 
There is room for both body and soul.



The stage is set for that one can even hang paintings up and 
socialize in the private living room



*



*
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